Introduction

Many high-speed digital interfaces use multiple lanes to achieve the throughput requirements for their systems. With this brings challenges for validation and characterization because of connection requirements, including single-ended as well as differential testing and more lines than BERT (bit error rate tester) channels available. A Keysight Technologies, Inc. switching solution can resolve these challenges with high reliability at an affordable cost. This application note addresses the use of switching solutions, degradations that might be encountered, and the methods to overcome them.

The focus of this application note will be on the testing of optical transceivers. To test a 4-lane optical transceiver with a BERT, you must connect and test each lane one after the other, due to limited test ports. Figure 1 shows a typical setup for optical transceiver testing using a BERT. To test 4 lanes simultaneously, an investment in multiple sources and detectors would be required but this is not cost effective solution.

Figure 1. Optical transceiver testing using a BERT
By adding switches, you can create a switching network to eliminate the need for reconnection. The setup in Figure 2 shows how you can seamlessly switch between data lanes without physically reconnecting the cables and connectors, thus reducing the reconnection time and cost of test.

The setup in Figure 2 shows that the switches are connected to a path one at a time. In reality, all 4 lanes may have signals flowing concurrently. Therefore, crosstalk between lanes will need to be taken into consideration during testing. In order to simulate real-world multi-lane networks, power splitters were used to replace the switches at the input end of the optical transceiver, see Figure 3.
Test Validation

Setup in figure 3 had been practically tested and validated the use of splitters and switches to create a multi-lane BERT testing network. Below are the instruments and accessories used in this setup.

1. Keysight N4960A serial BERT
2. Keysight N4951B-D32 pattern generator
3. Keysight N4952A-E17 error detector
4. Keysight 11667C power splitter
5. Keysight 87104D RF & microwave switch

Test case 1: Directly feed the signal from the pattern generator to the optical transceiver and measure the output of the optical transceiver with an error detector.

Test case 2: Split the signal from pattern generator with a 2-tier power splitter setup before feeding the signal into an optical transceiver, then route the output signal of the optical transceiver via the switches before measuring with the error detector.

Results

Test case 2 (eye diagram of -10% mask margin) is worse compared to case 1 (eye diagram of 21% mask margin).

Figure 3. Test Case 1: Direct measurement without switching network (21% mask margin)

Figure 4. Test Case 2: Measurement via a 2-tier power splitters and RF switches (-10% mask margin)
Design Improvements

Two opportunities were identified to improve the measurement:

1. Increase the signal voltage of the pattern generator

   The default voltage value for the Keysight N4951B-D32 pattern generator is 0.5 V. The insertion loss of the 2-tier power splitter is around 13 dB. After passing through the 2-tier power splitter, the signal voltage will drop to around 110 mV. Low signal voltage level will degrade the eye diagram measurement. Even with the maximum setting of 1.5 V after the 2-tier power splitters, the voltage will drop to 300 mV, which is still too low to generate a good eye diagram measurement. Therefore, by replacing the Keysight N4961B-D32 with the Keysight N4951B-H15 high voltage output pattern generator with a 3 V signal, the voltage measured by the error detector is still more than 600 mV, even after the loss via the 2-tier power splitters.

2. Improve the impedance mismatch at the input of device-under-test (DUT), in this case the optical transceiver (including the test fixture, module compliance board).

   If the termination/impedance of the DUT is not 50 Ohm (for single ended) or 100 Ohm (for differential), reflection will occur. Power splitters are bi-directional; reflections at one port will also affect the signal at the other end. Knowing this, the quality of the signal that reaches the DUT will decrease significantly. In order to improve the signal integrity, the 8493C 6 dB fixed attenuator is used to attenuate the reflected signals caused by the impedance mismatch.

Improved Results

By incorporating the two improvements above, a mask margin of 16% is very close to the direct measurement (without power splitters and RF switches) of 21%.

Figure 5. Result: Mask margin improved to 16% after incorporating the 2 improvements above

Conclusion

A switching network consisting of power splitters and RF switches will improve BERT testing throughput. Pattern generator signal voltage output is crucial to ensure that the signal level reaching the DUT is sufficiently high enough for the error detector to output an accurate eye diagram. Attenuators should be used to improve the mismatch at the input of the DUT to reduce reflections.
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